Virtual worlds and Second Life workshop - Imperial College in Second Life

- Alexander Fleming Building
- Queens Tower
- A Video hub

Instructions

1. Go into the virtual hospital

   Note: you need the pie menu to touch objects - right click and then select touch

2. Explore

   Reception

   - Display – history of the College
   - Course guides – you can click on and open up
   - Register
     - To be able to treat patients in the Respiratory ward you need to register
     - Right click on the ‘Get Registered’ sign
       - Select touch, go to the web page and fill in the details
Research Centre

- Right click on the podiums with the pictures – links to info about the people leading the programme
- Click on the book on the table to view publications about the programme

Respiratory Ward

- You need to have registered first
- Right click on a patient to get permission to see them
- When you have permission go into the appropriate Room
- Have a play – wash your hands, look at the patient chart, listen to sounds – all done by right clicking then selecting touch

Imperial Island

If you want a further challenge – go and take a look at the Imperial Island and see what they are doing with virtual worlds there – teleport to:
http://slurl.com/secondlife/Medical%20School/112/102/23